The effectiveness in the acquirement of knowledge of most pupils depend on the manner their mentors teach them. Creative teachers integrate fun and learning process. The poser. What is the effective language of teaching English or Filipino?

More teachers are using Filipino language in teaching. Most pupils, as native tongue, are able to understand better Filipino language.

Some teachers are also using English language in teaching. They use the language to enhance the vocabulary of pupils. They use the language to enhance the vocabulary of students. They also use English to improve and train students to speak the language.

Many high school graduates because of poverty do no go to college that makes them lack development to effective speak the English language. Learning English as the international language makes one be able to communicate to the most number of people in the world.

Majority of students now days are comfortable with Filipino language because of the fact that they may not be very good in English. Ironically somehow those who are very good in English cannot speak or write good Filipino language. The issue of which is the most effective medium to be used in schools, English or Filipino should be taken objectively.

Good education plays a vital role in the Filipino’s quest for recognition and excellence in various fields of endeavor. The knowledge they earned from school will be
their tool in facing the challenges of the real world. Pupils will learn better if the medium of teaching fits to their desire.
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